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Abstract

The method of formation of well-defined polymer brushes based on the nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP) of n-butyl acrylate (BA)

initiated from a self-assembled mono-layers (SAMs) of an azoic initiator in the presence of a stable nitroxide radical is described. After

preliminary qualitative characterization by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, the samples were studied by ellipsometry in order to determine the

dry film thickness (initiator and polymer) and the grafting density of macromolecular chains. It is demonstrated, that in the presence of stable

counter radical SG1, acting as chain growth moderator, the surface initiated NMP exhibits a living/controlled character permitting to control

architectural parameters (e.g. degree of polymerization) of elastomer grafted polymer chains. The possibility to use the living control character of

this type of polymerization to re-initiate grafted chains in order to increase the thickness of an elastomer thin film with conservation of the brushes

regime has been demonstrated.

q 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to its proficiency to lead to macromolecules with well-

defined structure and macromolecular dimensions, controlle-

d/living radical polymerization (CRP), and in particular

nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP), has been exten-

sively described since almost ten years. The CRP is based on a

rapid dynamic equilibrium between a minute amount of

growing free radicals and a large majority of the dormant

species [1]. The dormant chains may be alkyl halides, as in

atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [2–4] or

alkoxyamine [5–14] as in our case, in NMP, or stable free

radical polymerization (SFRP).

More recently, NMP was used as a tool for preparation of

well-defined grafted polymer mono-layers on silica surfaces

(vinyl and acrylic monomers) [10–14]. Developments in the

elaboration of new materials have enabled the synthesis of
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novel polymer brushes comprising a wide range of organic

polymers tethered onto spherical or flat surfaces [15]. By

definition, polymer brushes are assemblies of polymer chains

which are tethered by one end to a surface or an interface. Due

to sufficiently dense grafting, polymer chains in the brush are

crowded and stretch away from the surface or interface to

minimize the free energy of steric repulsion. The fabrication of

patterned high-density polymer grafted surfaces is accom-

plished by the grafting from approach. In this case, performed

functionalized azoic [10a–d,11] and peroxide [14] initiators

(bimolecular system), or alkoxyamine [10e,11,12] initiators

(unimolecular system) are synthesized and covalently attached

to a variety of solid surfaces, e.g. silicon substrates or colloidal

particles. As a second step, a radical polymerization is initiated

from the surface under controlled conditions (Scheme 1)

[10–14].

Moreover, this approach can be used to study end-grafted

polymer monolayers in ‘mushroom’ regime by AFM-based

single molecule force spectroscopy [16].

In the present paper, we start with the description of the

formation of self-assembled mono-layers obtained with

trichloro (ATCl) and monochloro (AMCl) functionalized

initiator (Scheme 2(b)). Then we discuss the formation of

poly(n-butyl acrylate) (PBA) brushes by surface-initiated
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Scheme 1. Schematic representation of polymer brush formation.
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NMP with a bimolecular system azoic initiator/SG1counter

radical (SG1: acyclic b-phosphonylated nitroxide, N-tert-

butyl-N-(-1-diethylphosphono-2-2-dimethyl)propyl nitroxide

[17]). Thereafter, the formation of polymer brushes is

confirmed by confronting the experimental results for the

structure of the polymer with the established theory.

Moreover, the controlled behavior of this new approach is

demonstrated for the first time with the SG1, used as a

moderator agent, on elastomer polymer brushes (low glass

transitionZK55 8C). This approach was recently quoted as a

recent advances in polymer brush synthesis by Brittain [18].

Finally, the conformational organization of the elastomeric

macromolecular brushes in air is explored by AFM at room

temperature, above the glass transition temperature.
2. Experimental section

2.1. Materials

Toluene was distilled under a nitrogen atmosphere from

over molten sodium. SG1 counter-radical (Scheme 2(a)) and

VAZOw 68 (4,4-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid)) were used as

received respectively from ATOFINA and DUPONT. All other

solvents and chemicals products were purchased and used

without further purification.

A one-sided polished Si(111) single-crystal wafer of

25.4 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness was purchased

by Siltronix. The silicon wafers were treated in a piranha

solution (H2SO4/H2O2, 7:3 by volume) for about 2 h at 120 8C

to grow a thin native oxide layer to the surface. Thus, a surface

of very low roughness (approximately 0.3 nm/mm2) having a

great reactivity (between 3 and 5 silanol functions per square

nanometer) [19] was obtained. This treatment allows us to graft

the coupling agent by condensation between the silanol

functions (wafer surface) and the anchor groups of the coupling
NO
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Scheme 2. Chemical structure of the SG1 stable counter-radical (a) a
agent. The native oxide thickness was estimated at about 33 Å

by ellipsometry measurement.
2.2. Characterizations and measurements

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were

performed with a surface science instrument (SSI) spec-

trometer at room temperature, using a monochromatic and

focused (spot diameter of 600 mm, 100 W) Al Ka radiation

(1486.6 eV) under a residual pressure of 5!10K8 Pa. The

hemispherical analyzer worked in constant pass energy mode,

50 eV for high resolution spectra and 150 eV for quantitative

analysis. The binding energy scale was calibrated from the

carbon contamination using the C(1s) line (284.6 eV) (a mean

atomic percentage of 8% was determined).

Size exclusion chromatography (SEC) characterization was

performed using a 2690 Waters Alliance System with THF as

eluent equipped with four Styragel columns HR 0.5, 2, 4 and 6

at 40 8C in series with a 2410 Waters Refractive index detector

and a 996 Waters Photodiode array detector. A calibration

curve established with low polydispersity polystyrene stan-

dards was used for the determination of the polyacrylates molar

masses.

Film thickness was measured with a UVISEL HR460

ellipsometer from JOBIN YVON. The conditions of measure-

ments of the samples are as follows: incident angle of 708,

diameter of the beam of 500 mm and time of integration of

200 ms. Its spectral range is 0.73–4.75 eV (1700–261 nm). The

following refractive indices were used for the various layers:

3.86 for native silicon, 1.46 for silicon oxide and 1.47 for

poly(n-butyl acrylate) [10]. Measurements were obtained at

three spots on each wafer, 10 measurements per spot. The

uncertainty of the apparatus on the thickness measurements is

5 Å.

Force microscopy experiment were performed with the

multimode scanning probe microscopy Nanoscope IV
N N C

O

O
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nd the coupling agents (b) ATCl (RZCl) and AMCl (RZCH3).



Fig. 1. Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectronic spectroscopy of silicon wafer

with immobilized azoic coupling agent WMCl (A) and silicon peak (2p)

deconvolution (B).
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controller from Digital Instruments. For the AFM exploration

the samples were in ambient air using the tapping mode

(intermittent contact), while phase contrast images were used

to detect sharp topographic changes.

2.3. Synthesis of functionalized azoic initiators

The azoic initiators (ATCl or AMCl; Scheme 2(b)) were

obtained in three reaction steps according to the diagram

followed by Rühe [20] for similar asymmetrical coupling

agents: formation of the acid chloride from the corresponding

azoic carboxylic acid (VAZO 68), esterification of the derivate

with allyl alcohol and hydrosilation with a chlorosilane (mono

or tri-functionalized) as we described for initiator-grafted silica

particles [10,11].

2.4. Description of the hydrosilation reaction

Under dry nitrogen atmosphere, to a solution of 1 g (2.8!
10K3 mol) of the allyl ester in 28 mL of the respective

chlorosilane was added a solution of 30 mg of hexachlor-

oplatinic acid in 6 mL of dimethoxyethane/ethanol (1:1, v/v),

and the mixture was stirred 20 h. After that time all the solid

dissolved, indicating the completion of the reaction. Dry

toluene (50 mL) was then added and the excess of chlorosilane

removed under reduced pressure. To remove residual platinum

catalyst, the solution was then passed through a short column of

dry sodium sulfate, the column was washed with dry

dichloromethane, which was removed under reduced pressure.

The toluene solution of the chlorosilyl derivate (ATCl or

AMCl) was used without further purification; the concentration

in coupling agent is estimated at approximately 60 mM.

2.5. Immobilization of the coupling agent [10,11,20]

Under an atmosphere of dry nitrogen, 1 mL of above

solution of the crude chlorosilyl derivative (ATCl or AMCl)

was added to the silicon wafer freshly cleaned in 5 mL of dry

toluene. Pyridine (1 mL) was added drop-wise, and the reaction

mixture was left to stand for overnight. The modified silicon

wafer was then washed repeatedly with toluene, methanol and

dichloromethane and then left to stand in dichloromethane for

18 h. This procedure was repeated to give the functionalized

silicon wafers WMCl or WTCl.

2.6. Formation of polymer mono-layer

This part is essentially based on the results obtained from

the surface-initiated NMP of n-butyl acrylate in presence of the

SG1 silica particles [10]. To a reaction flask containing WMCl

or WTCl was added a mixture of n-butyl acrylate, 2,2 0-

azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN; [BA]/2[AIBN]Z400–1000) and

SG1 (Scheme 2(a)-slight excess of 0.5% [9]: [SG1]/[AIBN]Z
2.1 but a huge excess for the grafted azo initiator [SG1]/[g-

Azo]Z2!105). Due to the small size of the wafer used in this

study (z1 cm2), the amount of grafted azo initiator is

neglected [g-Azo]/[AIBN]z10K5. This mixture was
thoroughly degassed and heated to 120 8C for chosen periods

of time. The silicon wafer was continuously washed free of any

adsorbed polymer with toluene (good solvent of the polymer).

Then the wafer was dried under nitrogen flux.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Self-assembly of the initiator

The initiator used for this approach consists of an azoic

group, which is structurally similar to AIBN and two

chlorosilane head groups that connect the initiator through

silanol moieties to the surface of the substrate. The coupling

agents (Scheme 2(b)) was obtained from three reaction steps

according to the diagram followed by Rühe [20] for similar

asymmetrical coupling agents with exactly the same conditions

as described in previous papers, on silica particles [10].

The Fig. 1(a) displays the XPS spectrum of the initiator

layer. Two signals, due to the carbon (1s) (284.6 eV) and

nitrogen (1s) atoms (400 eV), are characteristics of the azoic

organic initiator. Indeed, in these experiments almost the whole

C(1s) signal is due to the surface grafted initiator molecules.

Moreover, the deconvolution of the silicon (2p) signal

(102.4 eV, Fig. 1(b)) in two peaks at 102.9 and 101.8 eV is an

unambiguous proof of the presence of a grafted organic mono-

layer on the surface of the silicon wafer. Indeed, the

dissymmetry of the peak related to the silica layer towards

the low binding energies is characteristic of a covalent bond

between the inorganic substrate and the organic compound



Fig. 2. Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of silicon wafer

with immobilized azoic coupling agent WMCl (A) and silicon peak (2p)

deconvolution (B). MnZ3700 g/mol Mw/MnZ1.26.
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(O–Si–C, 101.8 eV). By comparing this one to the pure silicon

signal (Si8, 98.4 eV), the thickness of the silica layer can be

estimated at approximately 20–40 Å, thus confirming the result

from ellipsometry measurements (cf. Section 2.1).

The initiator-grafted silicon wafers have also been

characterized by ellipsometry to deduce the value of the

grafting density si (nmK2), from the determination of the

initiator (mono)layer thickness h according to Eq. (1), where

NaZAvogadro number (molK1), hZfilm thickness (nm),

MZmolecular weight (g molK1) and sZrelative density

(g nmK3).

s Z
hrNa

M
(1)

We report two principal characteristics of the organic

initiator films deduced from the value of the (mono)layer

thickness, h, and si, describing the organic film thickness

and the initiator grafting density, respectively.

For WMCl and WTCl, the organic film thicknesses h were

determined to be 2.2 and 3.5 nm. These values correspond to

different grafting densities of 2.8 and 5 mol/nm2, respectively.

If we compare these values with the original amount of silanol

groups at the surface (treatment with piranha solution leads to:

3–5 silanol functions per square nanometer [19]), one notices

that from 50 to 100% of these reactive groups had reacted

under our experimental conditions. However, for the tri-

functional initiator (WTCl), the grafting density obtained is too

large to correspond really to a pure mono-layer. By comparing

the uncertainty obtained (0.1 and 1, respectively for WMCl and

WTCl), we can conclude that there is a significant difference in

homogeneity of the initiator layers. In fact, these results are

logical and could be interpreted by the formation of well-

defined mono-layer for WMCl and multi-layer for WTCl due to

the oligomerization of very reactive trichlorosilane functions.

Moreover, using the same experimental conditions, structurally

well-defined mono-layers of the initiator were obtained in a

reproducible way by using AMCl (Scheme 2). Different

samples of WMCl have been prepared with grafting densities

varying between 2.6 and 2.8 mol/nm2, that indicates a well-

reproducible fabrication of patterned high density initiator

grafted surfaces. The structural differences between the mono-

and tri-functional silane can be seen in 29Si solid-state NMR

(CP-MAS technique) measurements on modified silica

particles [10c,d].

Now, the presence of these initiator layers enables the

synthesis of polymer brushes by surface-initiated NMP with a

bimolecular system (SINMP): grafted azoic initiator and stable

free radical SG1.

3.2. Formation of polymer brushes

The next step in preparation of polymer brushes consists in

polymerization reaction of the acrylic monomer with the

surface attached-initiator using the same approach as described

in previous papers [10] for azoic initiator-grafted silica

particles with the same bimolecular system. In the latter case,

due to an extremely low concentration of initiating sites with
respect to the monomer concentration, it was necessary to add

predetermined amounts of free initiator (AIBN) to the reaction

mixture to get in-situ polymerization [12a]. The addition of

SG1, therefore, creates an overall concentration of nitroxide in

the polymerization mixture, which controls the chain growth

from both the immobilized and free initiators [10]. However,

polymer chains formed in bulk of the solution due to addition

of AIBN can be easily separated from the covalently bound

polymer by washing the sample with an appropriate solvent.

Thus, SEC characterization of the non-grafted polymers gives

us an estimate for the molecular weight and polydispersity of

the grafted polymers, if we assume that the polymerization

behavior at the surface and in solution is similar. It should be

stressed that the amount of the polymer grafted from the flat

surface is extremely small; e.g. only 0.01 mg of the polymer

corresponds to 100 nm thick film grown from a flat surface of

1 cm2. Therefore, the analysis of molecular weight and

polydispersity of the obtained grafted polymer chains by

cleaving them from the surface as it has been done with high

specific surface area substrates using the ester function

(Scheme 2) of the grafted initiator [10,20] is not possible in

our case.

Fig. 2 displays XPS spectra of a PBA mono-layer; the

spectrum B illustrates the composition of the wafer composed

of about 4 nm thick PBA mono-layer (Mn(freePBA)Z
3700 g/mol, Mw/MnZ1.26) for the samples prepared from

the mono-functional agent (WMCl).



Table 2

Grafting density sp, thickness h and stretch S of PBA mono-layers after re-

initiation

WMCl-PBA3 WMCl-PBA4 WTCl-PBA3

Mn,initial (g/mol) 3700 3700 14,000

[BA]/[AIBN] 1000 1000 1000

Time (h) 2 6 3

Conversion (%) 20 65 30

Mn,final (g/mol)a 26,000 86,000 45,600

h (nm) 16.5G0.5 30G3 25.4G1.5

sp (mol/nm2) 0.40G0.05 0.20G0.03 0.34G0.05

S (Sinitial) 0.33 (0.63) 0.18 (0.63) 0.30 (0.43)

a Mn,finalZMn,initialCMn,re-initation (free polymer) obtained by SEC with PS

calibration.

Table 1

Grafting density sp, thickness h and stretch S of PBA mono-layers

WMCl-PBA1 WTCl-PBA1 WTCl-PBA2

[BA]/[AIBN] 400 400 400

Time (h) 1.5 2.5 3.5

Conversion (%) 8 25 45

Mn
a (Mw/Mn) 3700 (1.26) 14,000 (1.12) 20,700 (1.1)

h (nm) 4.1G0.1 11.5G0.2 14.0G0.2

sp (chain/nm2) 0.70G0.05 0.50G0.01 0.40G0.05

S (G0.05) 0.63 0.43 0.35

Rg/L 0.41 0.19 0.15

a g/mol (free polymer).
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The comparison of this spectrum with the XPS spectrum of

the coupling agent mono-layer (WMCl-Fig. 1(A)) shows a

strong enhancement of the carbon C(1s) signal at 286.5 eV.

Additionally, the signals of silicon peaks are attenuated, and

the C(1s)/O(1s) and C(1s)/Si(2p) signals ratio are clearly

enhanced, demonstrating the presence of the organic polymer

on the surface. Thereafter, comparison of silicon (2p) spectra

(Figs. 1(B) and 2(B)) shows a shift of the signal characteristic

of the native oxide layer towards the low binding energies

(102.8–102.3 eV). This result confirms the formation of an

organic polymer mono-layer grafted on the silicon wafer

surface by covalent bound links.

The silicon wafers modified by grafted polymer chains have

also been characterized by ellipsometry to deduce the value of

the grafting density sp from the determination of the polymer

mono-layer thickness h according to Eq. (1) (rZ1.014 g/cm3

for poly(n-butyl acrylate)) [21]. Table 1 presents results for

different PBA films obtained from WMCl and WTCl.

From the values of the grafting densities sp obtained, we

notice that they are significantly smaller than the values

obtained for the corresponding initiator. Thus, only a small

fraction of the grafted initiator was activated during the

surface-initiated NMP. A efficiency of initiation can be

estimated around 25 and 10% for WMCl and WTCl,

respectively. In fact, sp was calculated using parameters

(density and molecular weight) obtained for free polymers. The

neutron reflectivity experiments by Devaux [13c] on poly-

styrene brushes (silicon wafers) in air atmosphere indicate that

the scattering length density increases with increasing degree

of stretching of polymer chains in the brush. Thus, we can

suppose that the density of the grafted polymer layer is higher

than that of a dry polymer in the bulk and increases upon an

increase in the grafting density of macromolecular chains. The

slower growth of the chains from the surface as compared to

that in solution can be attributed to geometric constraints

resulting from high surface density of the chains. In spite of

polymerization under constrained conditions, few examples

demonstrated the formation of polymer brushes by NMP with

controlled molecular weight and narrow polydispersities

[10c,12a,13]. The lower efficiency of initiation of polymer-

ization from the surface as compared to that in the bulk has

been previously described for similar bimolecular system on

silica particles [10] or commonly observed with different types

of initiator for CRP [2,3,12–14]. Nevertheless, the values of the
grafting density are still high and for high molecular weights

the grafted polymer mono-layers are in a so-called brushes

regime (0.4!sp!0.7 chain/nm2). Indeed, for the lowest

molecular weight (MnZ3700 g molK1 with Mw/MnZ1.26)

the calculated value of Rg is 2.43 nm, while the surface area per

one chain is around 1.42 nm2 (corresponding to grafting

density spZ0.7 nmK2). At the same time, for the highest

molecular weight (MnZ20,700 g molK1), the gyration radius

Rg is 5.75 nm whereas the area per chain is 2.5 nm2. For these

two dimensions of grafted chains, the grafting density sp is

much higher than that corresponding to the overlap of chains,

confirming occurrence of a brushes regime.

When each grafted initiator is active and propagates

simultaneously, the geometric constraints imposed on a chain

by its neighbors force the macromolecule to adopt an extended

conformation. According to the molecular weights of chains

grown in solution and a repeat unit (C–C bond) length of 2.5 Å,

a comparison between the measured film thickness and the

contour length of polymers can be made. The results from this

study indicate that the measured thickness is lower than the

values calculated for the contour length, as expected. Using this

two values it is possible to calculate the degree of stretching S

of the grafted polymer chains (Eq. (2): Lth(PBAgref)Z
N(PBAfree)!lab with NZdegree of polymerization and

labZ0.25 nm (monomer unit length)) as

S Z
h

Nlab

(2)

Moreover, for each degree of polymerization, S is always

higher than the value of the ratio Rg/L (where Rg is the radius of

gyration [23] of a free polymer chain in solution and L is

theoretical contour length for a totally extended chain),

Table 2. Hence, due to packing condition (for the dry state in

air) and crowding (2Rg is always higher than D, distance

between two grafted chains) the polymer chains are extended in

the direction perpendicular to the surface, hORg.

For different sets of polymerization, we have observed a

linear variation of the thickness of the grafted polymer mono-

layers as a function of molecular weight (determined by GPC

for free polymers) for a wide range of molecular weight and

with time of polymerisation, as respectively, described in

Fig. 3(b) and (c).
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This linear variation indicates conservation of the number of

growing chains generated from the surface. Therefore, we can

conclude that the surface-initiated NMP from the initiator

grafted on silicon wafer surfaces has a controlled character.

3.3. Re-initiation of free and grafted polymers

Remarkably, the presence of the nitroxide SG1 at the chain

ends gives us the opportunity to elaborate block copolymers

with antagonist properties grafted at the surface as we have

previously described for silica particles [24]. The presence
of the nitroxide SG1 at the end of the grafted polymer chains

can be observed by XPS with two new signals due to

phosphorus (2p) and nitrogen atoms (1s), respectively, at

133.7 and 402 eV (Fig. 4).

An alternative goal of this study was to control the ability of

the SINMP to re-initiate the growth of PBA macromolecular

chains grafted on a flat surface. In order to verify the

living/controlled character of polymerization, we have syn-

thesized a free polymer (PBA1) at 120 8C in presence of

MONAMS (alkoxyamine used as an initiator for NMP [25])

and with a slight excess of SG1 (5%). After purification and



Fig. 4. Surface analysis by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy of silicon wafer with PBA brush: (A) nitrogen peak N(1s) at 402 eV and (B) phosphorus peak P(2p) at

133.7 eV. (MnZ3700 g/mol Mw/MnZ1.26)
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Fig. 5. MWD curves for NMP of BA using (A) MONAMS as initiator at 120 8C

in bulk with [BA]/[MONAMS]Z650 (Mn(PBA1)Z35,000 g/mol and

Mw/MnZ1.15) (B) PBA1 as macro-initiator at 120 8C in bulk (Mn(PBA2)Z
41,300 g/mol and Mw/MnZ1.15) (C) PBA2 as macro-initiator at 120 8C in bulk

(Mn(PBA3)Z51,350 g/mol and Mw/MnZ1.28).
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characterization (1H NMR and SEC), PBA1 was re-initiated at

120 8C in presence of n-butyl acrylate monomer; PBA1 plays

the role of macro-initiator due to the presence of a SG1 in the

end chains. Then the polymer obtained by re-initiation of the

nitroxide mediated polymerization, PBA2 was characterized

by SEC. In Fig. 5, the comparison of the two chromatograms A

and B shows an increase in the molar mass of the polymer

proving that the re-initiation has taken place. In this case, just a

simple comparison indicates that only few percents of the SG1

end-capped PBA have not initiated the second polymerization,

those chains are commonly called ‘dead’ chains (!5%) [26].

Hence, re-initiation can be performed by NMP, via a re-

activation of the SG1 end-capped polymer, with a good control

over the macromolecular dimensions of the two segments and

with narrow polydispersity. A second re-initiation was made

with the same conditions as the first one and 35% of the ‘dead’

chains are calculated by deconvolution (Fig. 5(C)).

From these results, we can conclude that the first

re-initiation can be performed (IpZ1.15) and the second one

considered, under controlled conditions (IpZ1.28). This

approach was applied to re-initiation of PBA chains grafted

on silicon wafers, in order to demonstrate the ability to re-

initiate the dormant species at the end of macromolecular

chains grafted from the flat surface.

The results of the re-initiation are resumed in Table 2. From

the initial WMCl wafer the molecular weight increases

strongly and at the same time a significant increase in the

film thickness is observed. Indeed, the evolution of the

molecular weight from 3700 to 86,000 is responsible for the

increase in the thickness from 4 nm (initial state) to 30 nm (one

after re-initiation). The same behaviour is observed for WTCl

wafer with the same order of magnitude and in both cases, the

values of the grafting density sp and the degree of stretching S

are slightly lower.

However, the aim of this study was to confirm the influence

of the re-initiation on the thickness of the polymer brushes

(Fig. 6(b)). Another important question is whether re-initiated

chains do overlap, i.e. the polymer layer obtained by
re-initiation of polymerisation remains in the brush regime

(Fig. 6(a)). In Fig. 6(b), we have represented the evolution of

the thickness of the polymer film due to the re-initiation. In this

case, we have observed a significant increase (up to 30 nm) in

the thickness of the layer versus the molecular weight of the

grafted chains. However, after re-initiation, the evolution of the

thickness as a function of molecular weight of polymer chains

is different from that observed for the initial polymerization

stage.

Indeed, the slope of the brush thickness versus degree of

polymerization dependence after re-initiation is noticeably

smaller than that observed for initial polymerization (Fig. 6(b),

black line). This aspect is due to the loss of active centers at the

end of some grafted chains. Similar phenomenon has been

previously described for free polymer chains (Fig. 5).

Nevertheless, one of the most important aspect of this study

was to confirm the maintenance of brushes regime after one

re-initiation and an increase in the molecular weight of grafted

chains due to the specific behaviour of the CRP. In Fig. 6(a), we

have plotted the radius of gyration 2Rg versus average distance
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between two neighboring grafted macromolecular chains for

different samples synthesized in this work. This representation

clearly demonstrates, that the polymer brushes regime is

conserved and even re-inforced after re-initiation even in spite

of the increase in the distance between two grafted chains.

Indeed, the larger distance between neighbouring grafted

chains is overcompensated by larger gyration radius due to

higher molecular weight [22]. Since 2Rg/D is large than unity,

one can conclude that the polymer layer remains in the brush

regime over the wide range of variation of the molecular

weight of grafted chains (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7. AFM image of polymer brushes of PBA grafted on silicon wafer WMCl-

PBA1 (MnZ3700 g/mol Mw/MnZ1.26).
3.4. Atomic force microscopy

For the system of polymer chains end-grafted to a planar

surface and collapsed in the dry state or in poor solvent,

different possible structural organizations on the surface have

been predicted theoretically [27]. For instance, lateral micro-

phase segregation may occur via the formation of pinned

micelles.

Comparing the free energies per chain in a micelle and in

other possible structures (separate single chains and homo-

geneous grafted layer), one finds that pinned micelles are stable
in the range of grafting densities

lK2
ab NK4=3 yspI%sp%spII ylK2

ab NK1=2 (3)

At sp/spI, the chains form individual single-chain pinned

globules whereas, at sp[spII the pinned micelles coalesce

into a homogeneous grafted layer. Such a phenomenon has
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been experimentally demonstrated by Koutsos et al. [28] for

polystyrene chains end-grafted onto gold surface.

An AFM image of a grafted PBA mono-layer is presented in

Fig. 7. The holes observed on the extreme surface could be

associated to the presence of pinned micelles or other type of

nano-segregated structures.

For the degree of polymerization of the PBA grafted is around

26 (MnZ3700) the calculated from the thickness measurements

grafting density is spZ0.7 chain/nm2. Hence, one can conclude

that the degree of overlapping of the chains in the layer is

relatively small (near the limit of the brush regime). Particularly

under these conditions, one can expect appearance of individual

pinned globules or/and pinned micelles in the dry (collapsed)

state. The formation of nano-patterned structure due to re-

arrangement of the grafted chains conformations upon drying

should be facilitated due to high local mobility of the chain

segments (‘soft’ brush) at room temperature (TgzK55 8C for

free chains). Indeed, if several authors reported recently that the

properties (e.g. glass transition temperature) of polymer brushes

grafted on the solid surfaces are different from those of ungrafted

chains [29–31], we have also demonstrated a glass transition

temperature increase in 20 8C for the poly(butyl acrylate) PBA

brushes on silica particles, i.e. TgZK35 8C [24]. A study by

ellipsometry is underway in order to estimate the effect of the

conformation of the grafted chains on flat surface, i.e. grafting

densities, to the value of Tg. But at this stage, we can assume that

the PBA brushes is still in an elastomer regime, the value of Tg

being still under room temperature, where the chains local

mobility is high.

Moreover, Reiter has described the dewetting phenomena in

thin adsorbed polymer films as a macroscopic manifestation of

the instability of films describing the local mobility of the

chains at interfaces [32]. The dewetting of the film was

traduced by the apparition of some irregularities on the

thickness profile of the thin layer. The presence of such a

transformation in the morphology of layers at temperature

lower than Tg in the bulk polymers was interpreted by Reiter as

an increase in the chains mobility at the surface due to a

decrease in the Tg in the film. In order to hinder the dewetting,

some authors propose to introduce long chains to increase the

entanglements (physical links) and stabilize the film [32–35].
Fig. 8. AFM image of polymer brushes of PBA grafted on silicon wafer WMCl-

PBA4 (MnZ86,000 g/mol).
In our case an increase in the molecular weight of grafted

chains (up to 86,000 g molK1, the corresponding film thickness

30 nm) has been achieved after re-initiation of the previous

wafer WMCl-PBA1 (corresponding sample WMCl-PBA4

Table 3). After this re-initiation, a more homogeneous film is

obtained without any appearance of dewetability of the film on

the extreme surface (Fig. 8). This lateral homogeneity can be

explained by (a) larger degree of overlapping of the chains in

the brush, i.e. weaker tendency for equilibrium micro-phase

separation and (b) lower mobility of longer chains in the brush.
4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that well-defined ‘soft’ (elastomer)

PBA brushes on silicon wafers can be prepared by surface-

initiated NMP using the bimolecular system azoic initia-

tor/SG1 counter radical. The chain growth process from the

initiator-grafted silica surface leads to polymer monolayers

which exhibit all the features of the polymer brushes, i.e. strong

crowding of neighboring grafted chains, extension of the

chains in the direction perpendicular to the grafting surface

with respect to the Gaussian dimensions. Using this graft from

procedure, the nature and composition of the polymer mono-

layer (chemical structure, chain length, and grafting density)

can be precisely controlled and adjusted, which is of major

importance for specific applications. Under bimolecular NMP

conditions, linear increase in the monolayer thickness as a

function of the molecular weight of the free polymer

demonstrates the controlled radical polymerization character

of the chain growth process, i.e. the preservation of chain

functionality. Moreover, confirmation of the effectiveness of

the NMP process has been realized through XPS characteriz-

ation and re-initiation of chain growth of polyacrylate mono-

layers with the same monomer (reactivation). Thus, it should

be possible to tune the surface properties (for instance the

adherence, wettability.) of the inorganic material by choosing

the nature (elastomeric, thermoplastic, hydrophilic.) and the

dimension of an adequate grafted polymer or diblock

copolymer. This opens a large perspective for design of

polymeric mono-layers with pre-determined and responsive

features adjustable for different applications.
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